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Israeli Intelligence: US Israeli led “Covert Wars” on
Iran and Syria
Western-Arab plan to bisect Syria into pro-and anti-Assad entities
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US, Israeli covert wars turn the screw on Iran and Syria
November 29, 2011, 7:24 pm

The hidden wars the United States, NATO, Arab League members and Israel are waging
against Iran, Syria and Hizballah rose to a record pitch in the last two weeks. Aspects of
these covert operations are revealed exclusively in the coming issue of DEBKA -Net-Weekly ,
out Friday.  In Syria, these operations teeter on the brink of overt combat. 

In Syria, these operations teeter on the brink of overt combat. In Iran, unseen hands are
eroding regime stability.  

Read also about the Western-Arab plan to bisect Syria into pro-and anti-Assad entities.
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